Abstract. Motivated by some algorithmic problems, we give lower bounds on the size of the multiplicative groups containing rational function images of low-dimensional affine subspaces of a finite field F q n considered as a linear space over a subfield F q . We apply this to the recently introduced algorithmic problem of identity testing of "hidden" polynomials f and g over a high degree extension of a finite field, given oracle access to f pxq e and gpxq e .
Introduction
Let F be a finite field. For a rational function rpXq " f pXq{gpXq P FpXq with two relatively prime polynomials f pXq, gpXq P FrXs and a set S Ă F, we use rpSq to denote the value set rpSq " trpxq : x P S, gpxq ‰ 0u Ă F.
Given S Ă F we consider the smallest possible e " E r pSq such that there is a multiplicative group G of F˚of size e " #G for which rpSq Ă G.
Here, we are mostly interested in the case when F " F q n is a high degree extension of a small field F q and S is a low-dimensional affine subspace.
In the extension field F q n , instead of intervals, we consider the following linear subspace V m " ta 0`a1 α`¨¨¨`a m´1 α m´1 : a 0 , a 1 , . . . , a m´1 P F q u, 1 ď m ď n, where F q n " F q pαq, and we investigate E r pV m q, with rpXq P F q n pXq.
In the prime field case, Gómez-Pérez and Shparlinski [5] and Shparlinski [9] provided lower bounds on E f pIq for intervals I Ă F p and polynomials f pXq P F p rXs.
In this paper we use a quantitative version of an effective Hilbert's Nullstellensatz in function fields given by D'Andrea, Krick and Sombra [4] to study this question in a different situation, i.e. when the finte field is a high degree extension of a small (fixed) field and S is a low-dimensional affine subspace, see Section 3.1. We adapt methods of Bourgain, Konyagin, Shparlinski [2] , however new ingredients are needed to handle the function field case.
We apply this result to the Identity Testing Problem from Powers. Namely, for a "hidden" monic polynomial f P FrXs, let D e,f be an oracle which on every input x P F outputs D e,f pxq " f pxq e for some large positive integer e | #F´1. Then identity testing problem from powers is:
Given two oracles D e,f and D e,g for some unknown monic polynomials f, g P FrXs, decide whether f " g. If f {g is an p#F´1q{e-th power of a nonconstant rational function, then the oracles D e,f and D e,g give the same output for each input, therefore it is impossible to distinguish between f and g from the oracles D e,f and D e,g . We write f " e g in this case, and f  e g otherwise.
For polynomials f  e g with degree d there is a naive algorithm which calls the oracles on ed`1 different inputs and returns f " g if these oracles agree on every input (as for f  e g, f pXq e " gpXq e has at most ed solutions).
For linear polynomials f pXq " X`s and gpXq " X`t, this problem is called hidden shifted power problem. The naive algorithm has been improved by Bourgain, Garaev, Konyagin and Shparlinski [1] and Shparlinski [8] .
For prime fields F p , Ivanyos, Karpinski, Santha, Saxena and Shparlinski [7] extended the results of [1] to arbitrary (non linear) polynomials. For a fixed degree d and e Ñ 8 if e " p op1q one can test whether f " g in time e op1q plog pq Op1q in e op1q oracle calls. Here we consider the identity testing problem in a different situation, i.e. when the finite field is an extension of a small (fixed) field with large extension degree. We prove that for a fixed degree d and e Ñ 8 if e " q opnq , then one can test whether f " g for polynomials f pXq, gpXq P F q n rXs in time e op1q plog q n q Op1q in e op1q oracle calls, see Section 3.2.
Auxiliary results
Throughout the paper we use the Landau symbol O and the Vinogradov symbol !. Recall that the assertions U " OpV q and U ! V are both is equivalent to the inequality |U| ď cV with some absolute constant c ą 0. To emphasize the dependence of the implied constant c on some parameter (or a list of parameters) ρ, we write U " O ρ pV q or U ! ρ V .
A polynomial P P F q rT srX 1 , . . . , X n s is said to have height h if P has local degree h in T . If K is a finite extension of F q pT q, then we define the height of α P K as the height of its minimal polynomial over F q rT s.
Clearly, if α and β have height at most h, then cα, α´1, α`β and α¨β have height O d phq, where d is the degree of the extension K{F q pT q. Lemma 1. Let P 1 , . . . , P N P F q rT srX 1 , . . . , X n s be N ě 1 polynomials of degree deg X 1 ,...,Xn P i ď r (i " 1, . . . , N) with height at most s. Let R P F q rT srX 1 , . . . , X n s with t " maxt1, deg X 1 ,...,Xn Ru and height u such that R vanishes on the variety
Then there exist polynomials Q 1 , . . . , Q N P F q rT srX 1 , . . . , X n s, A P F q rT szt0u and a positive integer µ P N such that
We also need the following result whose proof is identical to the proof of [3, Lemma 2.14].
Lemma 2. Let P 1 , . . . , P N , R P F q rT srX 1 , . . . , X n s be N`1 polynomials of degree deg X 1 ,...,Xn P i ď r (i " 1, . . . , N), deg X 1 ,...,Xn R ď r and height at most s. If the set P 1 pX 1 , . . . , X n q "¨¨¨" P N pX 1 , . . . , X n q " 0 and RpX 1 , . . . , X n q ‰ 0 is not empty, then it has a point pβ 1 , . . . , β n q in an extension K of F q pT q of degree rK : F q pT qs ď ∆pq, r, N, nq such that the height of β i (i " 1, . . . , n) is at most Cpq, r, n, Nqs where ∆pq, r, n, Nq and Cpq, r, n, Nq depend only on q, r, n and N.
2.2.
Divisors in function fields. Let K be a finite extension of F q pT q, let P K be the set of places of K and let DivpKq be the set of divisors of K. For a background of divisors of function fields we refer to [10] .
For divisors D, E P DivpKq with
we say that D ď E if n P ď m P for all P . Specially, D is an effective or positive divisor, D ě 0, if n P ě 0 for all P . For a divisor D P DivpKq of form (1) we define
n P P and D 8 "´ÿ
The degree of a place P is denoted by deg P and the degree of a divisor is defined by
For a function f P K we define its divisor pf q as
where ord P pf q is the order of f at P . A divisor D of form (1) has height h if h " maxt|n P | : P P P K u.
Lemma 3. Let K be an extension of F q pT q of degree d " rK : F q pT qs. If f P K has height h, then degpf q 8 is at most 2dh.
Proof. For all places P P P K we have ord P pT q ď d and degpT
We have degpA j q 8 ď dh, thus
Lemma 4. Let K be an extension of F q pT q of degree d " rK : F q pT qs.
The number of effective divisors of degree at most r is at most d r q 2r .
Proof. For a place P P P K let πpP q " P X F q pT q P P FqpT q be the place of F q pT q lies under P . By [10, III.1.12. Corollary], there are at most d preimages of any place of F q pT q under the map π, moreover deg P ď d deg πpP q. We extend the map π : P K Ñ P FqpT q additively to π : DivpKq Ñ DivpF q pT qq. The image of every effective D divisor is also effective of degree at most deg D, moreover any divisor of F q pT q of degree r has at most d r preimages under π. For any effective divisor D 1 of F q pT q, there is a z P F q pT q such that D " pzq 8 Estimating the number of rational functions whose numerator and denominator have degree at most r by q 2r we get that the number of effective divisors of K of degree at most r is at most d r¨q2r .
For an effective divisor D P DivpKq define τ pDq as τ pDq " #tE P DivpKq : 0 ď E ď Du.
We have the following result which is analog to the classical divisor function of integers.
Lemma 5. Let K be an extension of F q pT q of degree d " rK : F q pT qs. For any effective divisor D P DivpKq we have
Proof. We can prove the result in the same line as [6, Theorem 317] .
Clearly
Then for any ε ą 0, we have
For places P with deg P ą 1{ε we have
thus we get
By Lemma 4, there is a positive constant c " cpq, dq such that there are at most exppc{εq places of degree at most 1{ε. Thus we get (2) τ pDq exppε deg Dq "ˆ1 ε˙e xppc{εq " expplogp1{εq exppc{εqq.
Choosing
we get that the logarithm of (2) 
log h˙˙# A#B,
where the implied constant depends only on q and d.
Proof. Put In order to prove the result, it is enough to give a lower bound on #pA 1`B1 q in terms of #A 1 and #B 1 . For positive R, write
By Lemma 3 we have A 1 , B 1 Ă E 4dh . Let κ " κpq, dq be a positive number, specified later, which may depend only on q and d. Denote
log h and M 2 " expˆκ h log h˙. We claim that there is a set A 0 Ă E 4dh of cardinality (5) #A 0 ą M´4
log h˙# A 1 and B P DivpKq such that A 0`B Ă A 1 and for any effective divisor E of degree deg E ą M 1 , we have (6) #tD
The construction if straightforward. If A 0 " A 1 does not satisfy (6), there is
Repeat with A 1 replaced by A 1 until, after performing k steps, we obtain a subset A k Ă E 4dh´kM 1 such that A k`B Ă A 1 for some B P DivpKq and (6). Assuming that A k is the first set with this property, we derive that
Since we obviously have 4dh ě kM 1 , i.e., k ď 4dh{M 1 which implies (5). We now use a similar argument to choose a subset B 0 Ă DivpKq of elements of degree at most h of cardinality
and B P DivpKq such that B 0`B Ă B 1 and for any effective divisor E of degree E ą M 1 , we have
We now establish a lower bound on #pA 0`B0 q. For a given divisor D P E 4dh , denote
Clearly, (6) implies that, for sufficiently large h, tA`B : B P B 0 pAqu¸.
Using (7) we conclude that
where
It remains to bound L.
Assume that A`B " D for some A P A 0 , B P B 0 pAq and D P E 8dh and write A 0`B0`D8 " A 8`B8`D0 . Then we have (9) A 0 ď B 8`D0 .
Put J " mintA 0 , B 8 u and write A 0 " E`J. Then deg J ď M 1 by the definition of B 0 pAq and E ď D 0 by (9) . Therefore A 0 takes at most #tJ P DivpKq : deg 
provided that h is large enough. Substituting (10) in (8) we get the result by (3) and (4).
For a set A Ă K and positive integer ν P N, let A pνq denote the ν-fold product set, that is (11) A pνq " ta 1 . . . a ν : a 1 , . . . , a ν P Au.
Corollary 7. Let K be an extension of F q pT q of degree d " rK : F q pT qs. Let A Ă K be a finite set of elements of height at most h and let ν P N be a given positive integer. Then we have
where the implied constant depends only on q, d and ν.
Main results

Rational function values in subgroups.
We note that in order to give a lower bound on E r pV m q it is enough to give a lower bound on the cardinality of rpV m q pνq for any integer ν ě 1.
Theorem 8.
There is an absolute constant c ą 0 such that if for some fixed integer ν ě 1, sufficiently large positive integer m and n with m ď´c ν¯2
then the following holds: For any two distinct monic polynomials f, g P F q rXs of degree d the ν-fold product of the set
where the implied constant depends only on q, d and ν and A pνq is defined by (11).
As #V m " q m , we immediately have the upper bound #A pνq ď q νm . By Theorem 8 we also have #A pνq ě q vmp1`op1qq as m Ñ 8.
Proof. We closely follow the proof of [1, Lemma 35] . Let κ be a positive absolute constant fixed later and put
We move the problem from the finite field to the function field where we are in the position to apply Lemma 1.
Since F q n -F q rT s{ψpT q for the irreducible polynomial ψpT q P F q rT s of degree n such that ψpαq " 0, we can identify any element u P F q n with the corresponding polynomial upT q P F q rT s of degree deg T u ď n´1.
We consider the collection P Ă F q rT srU, Vs, where
where x " px 1 pT q, . . . , x ν pTand y " py 1 pT q, . . . , y ν pTwith polynomial entries x i pT q, y i pT q P F q rT s (1 ď i ď ν) of degree at most m´1 such that
This is equivalent to
f py i pαqqgpx i pαqq.
Clearly, if P x,y pU, Vq is identical to zero modulo ψpT q, then, by the uniqueness of polynomial factorization in the ring F q n rU, Vs, we see that for every i " 1, . . . , ν, for every linear form
1 y j pαq`U 0 with some j " 1, . . . , ν. Hence, if P x,y pU, Vq vanishes, then x and y can be obtained from each other by a permutation of their components.
Therefore, if P contains only the zero polynomial, then each λ P F q n , given by the product λ "
b d´k x i pαq k appears no more that ν! times. In turn this implies that
Thus we can assume that P contains non-zero polynomials. Clearly, each polynomial P pU, Vq P P is of total degree ν in U and V and it is of degree at most 2dνm in T .
We take a family P 0 containing the largest possible number
of linearly independent polynomials P 1 , . . . , P N P P over F q pT q and consider the variety V : tpU, Vq P F q pT q 2d : P 1 pU, Vq "¨¨¨" P N pU, Vq " 0u.
Clearly, V ‰ H as it contains the diagonal U " V.
We claim that V contains a point outside the diagonal, that is, there is a point pα α α, β β βq with α α α, β β β P F q pT q d and α α α ‰ β β β.
Assume that V does not contain a point outside of the diagonal. Then for every k " 1, . . . , d, the polynomial
Then by Lemma 1, there are polynomials Q k,1 , . . . , Q k,N P F q rT srU, Vs, A k P F q rT s and positive integer µ k with
for some absolute constant c 0 and such that (13)
Since f ‰ g, there is a k P t1, . . . , du for which a k pT q ı b k pT q mod ψpT q. For this k we substitute 
By construction of pα α α, β β βq we have that Ψpxq " Ψpyq if Φpxq " Φpyq. Hence
where ImΨ is the image set of the map Ψ and C " " F α α α pxq G β β β pxq : x P F q rT s, deg x ă m * Ă K.
Using Corollary 7, we derive the result.
3.2.
The identity testing problem. Here we give an application of Theorem 8 to the identity testing problem.
Theorem 9. Let q be a fixed prime power and let e and n be positive integers with e | q n´1 and e ď q δn for some fixed δ. Given two oracles D e,f and D e,g for some unknown monic polynomials f, g P F q n rXs of degree d with f  e g, there is a deterministic algorithm to decide whether f " g in at most e O dp δ 1{p2dueries to the oracles D e,f and D e,g . Here the implied constant might depend on d. n.
We now query the oracles D e,f and D e,g for all x P V m .
If the oracles return two distinct values, then clearly f ‰ g. Now assume
f pxq e " gpxq e , x P V m .
Therefore, the values f pxq{gpxq, x P V m belong to the subgroup G e of Fqn of order e. Hence for the set
for any integer ν ě 1 we have (15) A pνq " ta 1 . . . a ν : a 1 , . . . , a ν P Au Ă G e thus A pνq ď e. By (14), Theorem 8 yields e ě q mpν`op1qq which contradicts (15) since we have νm ą p2`op1qq log e{ log q as e Ñ 8 for the above choice of parameters. We also note that with the above choice of ν we have m ď c 0 δ 1{p2dq log e log q
for an absolute constant c 0 , thus #V m " q m ď e c 0 δ 1{p2dq which proves the result.
